Most of the existing recommender systems use the ratings provided by users on individual items. An additional source of preference information is to use the ratings that users provide on sets of items. The advantages of using preferences on sets are two-fold. First, a rating provided on a set conveys some preference information about each of the set's items, which allows us to acquire a user's preferences for more items that the number of ratings that the user provided. Second, due to privacy concerns, users may not be willing to reveal their preferences on individual items explicitly but may be willing to provide a single rating to a set of items, since it provides some level of information hiding. This paper investigates two questions related to using set-level ratings in recommender systems. First, how users' item-level ratings relate to their set-level ratings. Second, how collaborative filtering-based models for item-level rating prediction can take advantage of such set-level ratings. We have collected set-level ratings from active users of Movielens on sets of movies that they have rated in the past. Our analysis of these ratings shows that though the majority of the users provide the average of the ratings on a set's constituent items as the rating on the set, there exists a significant number of users that tend to consistently either under-or over-rate the sets. We have developed collaborative filtering-based methods to explicitly model these user behaviors that can be used to recommend items to users. Experiments on real data and on synthetic data that resembles the under-or over-rating behavior in the real data, demonstrate that these models can recover the overall characteristics of the underlying data and predict the user's ratings on individual items.
Most collaborative filtering approaches rely on past preferences provided by users on individual items. An additional source of preferences is the user's preferences on sets of items. Example of such set-level ratings includes ratings on song playlists, music albums, reading lists, watchlists, vacation packages, product assortments, etc. A rating provided by the user on a set of items conveys some information about the user's preference on each of the set's items and, as a result, it is a mechanism by which some information about user's preferences can be acquired for many items. At the same time, due to privacy concerns, users that are not willing to explicitly reveal their true preferences on individual items may provide a single rating to a set of items, as it provides some level of information hiding.
This paper investigates two questions related to using set-level preferences in recommender systems. First, how users' item-level ratings relate to the ratings that they provide on a set of items. Second, how collaborative filtering-based methods can take advantage of such set-level ratings towards making item-level rating predictions.
To answer the first question, we collected ratings on sets of movies from users of Movielens, a popular online movie recommender system 1 . Our analysis of these ratings leads to two key findings. First, for the majority of the users, the rating provided on a set can be accurately approximated by the average rating that they provided on the set's constituent items. Second, there is a considerable user population that tends to consistently either over-or under-rate the set, especially for sets that contain items on which the user's item-level ratings are diverse. Using these insights, we developed different models that can predict a user's rating on a set of items as well as on individual items. Furthermore, these methods can use ratings on both the sets and the items and lead to better results for the users that have either both or only one type of ratings. These methods solve these problems in a coupled fashion by estimating models to predict the item-level ratings and by estimating models that combine these individual ratings to derive set-level ratings.
The key contributions of the work are the following: (i) introduction of Variance Offset Average Rating Model (VOARM) and Extremal Subset Average Rating Model (ESARM) to model a user's consistency to over-or under-rate the set of items as a function of his/her ratings on the set's constituent items; (ii) development of collaborative filtering-based methods that take advantage of VOARM and ESARM in order to estimate users' preferences on sets of items as well as on individual items; and (iii) collection and analysis of a dataset that contains users' ratings both on individual items and on various sets containing these items. This work significantly extends upon the preliminary work published earlier [32] by expanding the analysis of the set-based ratings, by introducing a new approach to estimate the ratings from the set-level ratings (ESARM), and by expanding the experimental evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the relevant prior work. Section 3 describes the dataset creation process along with the analysis of the set ratings in relation to the users' ratings on their constituent items. Section 4 presents the methods that we developed to estimate the item-level models from the set ratings. Section 5 provides information about the evaluation methodology. Section 6 presents the results of the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 7 provides some concluding remarks.
RELATED WORK
There has been little published work on using set-level ratings to improve the accuracy of item-level recommendations. The one exception is a recent study in which relative preference information on 1 www.movielens.org different groups of items was collected during a new user signup process and these preferences were then used to assign a user to a set of pre-built recommendation profiles [8] . This approach significantly reduced the time required to learn the user's preferences in order to generate recommendations for the new user. The principal difference from this approach is that in our work we try to model the user behavior that determines his/her estimated rating on a set and then use that to develop fully personalized recommendation methods that are not limited to new users.
Another relevant problem is of energy disaggregation [14] , which refers to the task of separating the energy signal of a building into the energy signals of individual appliances that reside in the building. Disaggregated energy consumptions are used to provide feedback to consumers, forecast demands, design energy incentives and detect appliances' malfunction [11, 12] . Similar to the idea of energy disaggregation, in our work, we try to separate a user's rating on a set of items into the users' ratings on items in the set and generate item recommendations for the user.
Sets of items have also been used to investigate different interfaces [24] and strategies [27, 29] for preference elicitation in order to learn more about the users in recommender systems. Some of these techniques [27, 29] are designed to identify a set of items for which item-level ratings are then elicited by the users. Though those approaches do use sets of items, their use is not related to how they are used in the methods that we develop and study in our work. Our work requires users to provide a single rating to the set and not to its individual items.
The researchers have also investigated how different aspects, e.g., rating questions [3] , reference points [1, 10, 26] , and contextual factors [33] , can influence a user when elicited to provide a rating on an item. In our work, we have investigated how does the user provides a rating on a set of items and used the derive insights to develop collaborative filtering-based methods to predict the rating for an individual item in the set.
In addition, there has been some work that has focused on recommending lists of items or bundles of items. For example, recommendation of music playlists [2, 9, 25] , travel packages [17, 21, 22, 35] , reading lists [23] and recommendation of lists under user specified budget constraints [4, 34] . However, this research is not directly related to the problems explored in this paper because our focus is on learning the user's ratings on items in lists from the ratings that the user provided on these lists.
Matrix factorization (MF) is one of the widely used collaborative filtering-based methods in recommender systems [16, [18] [19] [20] . The MF method assume that the user-item rating matrix is low-rank and can be computed as a product of two matrices known as the user and the item latent factors. If for user u, the vector p u ∈ R f denotes the f dimensional user's latent representation and similarly for item i, the vector q i ∈ R f represents the f dimensional item's latent representation, then the predicted rating for user u on item i, i.e.,r ui is given bŷ
The user and item latent factors are learned by minimizing a regularized square loss between the actual and predicted ratings
where the matrices P ∈ R m×f and Q ∈ R n×f contain the latent factors of the users and the items respectively. The parameter β controls the Frobenius norm regularization of the latent factors to prevent overfitting. Equation 2 can be solved by using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method [20] .
MOVIELENS SET RATINGS DATASET
In order to study how the rating a user provides to a set of items relates to the ratings that the user provides on the individual items, we built a system to collect such set-level ratings and analyzed the data that were collected. The system that we developed and the analysis that we performed are described in the rest of this section. Specifically, Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 describe the data collection and data pre-processing steps, respectively. Section 3.3, investigates (i) if the collected ratings are distributed uniformly or if some ratings tend to appear more than others, (ii) how a user's rating on a set relates to the user's ratings on individual movies, (iii) if the diversity of the ratings of the movies in a set could lead a user to under-or over-rate the set, (iv) whether the recently rated items carry more weight than the items rated a long time ago, (v) if the difference in the content of the items in a set could lead a user to under-or over-rate the set; and (vi) if there are users that tend to consistently under-or over-rate sets.
Data collection
Movielens is a recommender system that utilizes collaborative filtering algorithms to recommend movies to their users based on their preferences. We developed a set rating widget to obtain ratings on a set of movies from the Movielens users. The set rating widget could be rated from 0.5 to 5 with a precision of 0.5. For the purpose of data collection, we selected users who were active since January 2015 and have rated at least 25 movies. The selected users were encouraged to participate by contacting them via email. The sets of movies that we asked a user to rate were created by selecting five movies at random without replacement from the movies that they have already rated. Hence, the user was familiar with the movies in the set that we asked him/her to rate. Furthermore, we limited the number of sets a user can rate in a session to 50, though users can potentially rate more sets in different sessions. The set rating widget went live on February 2016 and, for the purpose of this study, we used the set ratings that were provided until April 2016. 
Data processing
From the initially collected data, we removed users who have rated sets within a time interval of less than one second to avoid users who might be providing the ratings at random. After this pre-processing, we were left with ratings from 854 users over 29,516 sets containing 12,549 movies. This dataset, after pre-processing, is available publicly to the community for further research. 2 Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of sets rated by the users, which shows that roughly half of the users have rated at least 45 sets in a session. 
Analysis of the set ratings
We investigated whether ratings are distributed uniformly or if some ratings tend to appear more than others. Figure 3 (left) depicts the distribution of the collected ratings over all the sets. The majority of the ratings lie between 3.0 and 4.0. Since, by construction, we know the actual ratings that these users provided on the actual movies. Figure 3 (right) shows the distribution of the ratings of the movies that were contained in all these sets. By comparing these distributions we can see that the average item-rating (3.50) is somewhat higher than the average set-based rating (3.44) but the overall variance of the set-based ratings (0.65) is lower than that of the item ratings (1.01). In order to analyze how consistent a user's rating on a set is with the ratings provided by the user on the movies in the set, we computed the difference of the average of the user's ratings on the items in the set and the rating assigned by a user to the set. We will refer to this difference as mean rating difference (MRD). Figure 4 (left) shows the distribution of the MRD values in our datasets. The majority of the sets have an MRD within a margin of 0.5 indicating that the users have rated them close to the average of their ratings on set's items. The remaining of the sets have been rated either significantly lower or higher from the average rating. We refer to these sets as the under-and the over-rated sets, respectively. Moreover, an interesting observation from the results in Figure 4 (left), is that the number of under-rated sets is more than that of the over-rated sets.
In order to understand what can lead to a set being under-or over-rated, we investigated if the diversity of the ratings of the individual movies in a set could lead a user to under-or over-rate Under-rated Over-rated the set. We measured the diversity of a set as the standard deviation of the ratings that a user has provided to the individual items of the set. As shown in Figure 4 (right), the sets that contain more diverse ratings (i.e., higher standard deviations) tend to get under-or over-rated more often when compared to less diverse sets. This trend was found to be statistically significant (p-value of 0.01 using t-test).
Furthermore, we investigated whether the recently rated items carry more weight than the items rated a long time ago. To this end, we computed the difference between the timestamp of the earliest rating of the movies in the set and the year 2016, i.e., when the users were asked to rate the sets. Similarly, we computed the median and average age of movies in a set. Interestingly as shown in Figure 5 (left), the under-rated sets contained movies whose ratings were provided on average five years before the survey while the remaining sets contained the movies whose ratings were provided on average four years before the survey. This difference among the sets was found to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.001 using t-test). This suggests that the user's preference for a movie rated in the past carries lower weight than the recently rated movie. The user's higher preference for a recent movie is not surprising as it has been shown that the user tends to rate a movie close to the middle of the scale as the time between viewing a movie and rating it increases [5] .
Moreover, the difference in the content of the items in a set may also lead a user to under-or over-rate the set. We examined if the difference in genres of movies in a set can lead to under-and over-rating of the set. To this end, we computed average pairwise jaccard similarity of the movies in a set after considering genres of the movies in the set. Average pairwise jaccard similarity (J s ) of the movies in set S is given by
where |S| denotes size of set S and G k represents the set of genres of movie k in set S. Interestingly, as can be seen in Figure 5 (right), the average jaccard similarity of movies in sets is comparable across the under-or over-rated sets and the variation of jaccard similarity was found not to be statistically significant (p-value of 0.769 using t-test). The insignificant variation in jaccard similarity suggests that a user rating on a set of movies is not influenced by the difference in genres of the movies in the datset. Additionally, we studied if there are users that tend to consistently under-or over-rate sets. To this end, we selected users who have rated at least 50 sets and computed the fraction of their under-and over-rated sets. We also computed the fraction of under-and over-rated sets across a random population of the same size. We generated this random population by randomly permuting the under-rated and over-rated sets across the users. Figure 6 shows the fraction of under-and over-rated sets for both the true and random population of user. In the true population, some users tend to under-or over-rate sets significantly more than that of the random population. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2 sample test, we found this behavior of true population to be statistically different (p-value < 0.001) from that of random population.
The above analysis reveals that our dataset contains users that when they are asked to assign a single rating to a set of items, some of them consistently assign a rating that is lower than the average of the ratings that they provided to the set's constituent items (they under-rate), whereas others assign a rating that is higher (they over-rate). Thus some users are very demanding (or picky) and tend to focus on the worst items in the set, whereas other users are less demanding and tend to focus on the best items in the set. Henceforth, we will refer to the tendency of a user to under-rate sets of items as the user-specific pickiness. Moreover, we will refer to a user as being picky if the user under-rates a set and less picky if the user over-rates the set.
METHODS
In this section, we investigate different approaches that capture the user behavior of providing ratings on sets. We describe various methods that use the set ratings alone or in combination with individual item ratings towards solving two problems: (i) predict a rating for a set of items, and (ii) predict a rating for individual items. Our methods solve these problems in a coupled fashion by estimating models for predicting the ratings that users will provide to the individual items and by estimating models that use these item-level ratings to derive set-level ratings.
Modeling users' ratings on sets
In order to estimate the preferences on individual items from the preferences on the sets, we need to make some assumptions on how a user derives a set-level rating from the ratings of the set's constituent items. Informed by our analysis of the data described in Section 3, we investigated three approaches of modeling that.
Average Rating Model (ARM). The first approach assumes that the rating that a user provides on a set reflects his/her average rating on all the items in the set. Specifically, if the rating of user u on set S is denoted by r s u , then the estimated rating of user u on set S is given bŷ
As the analysis in Section 3 showed, such a model correlates well with the actual ratings that the users provided on majority of the sets, especially when the ratings of the constituent items are not very different.
Extremal Subset Average Rating Model (ESARM).
In order to capture the user-specific pickiness, i.e., the tendency of a user to under-rate sets of items, illustrated in Figures 4 and 6, this approach postulates that a user rates a set by considering only a subset of the set's items. If a user tends to consistently under-rate each set, then that subset will contain some of each set's lowest-rated items. Analogously, if a user tends to consistently over-rate each set, then that subset will contain some of each set's highest-rated items. Moreover, this approach further postulates that given such subsets, the rating that a user will assign to the set as a whole will be the average of his/her ratings on the individual items of the subset. The parameter in this model that captures the level of a user's pickiness is the size of the subset and whether or not it will contain the least-or the highest-rated items. We will call these subsets having least-and highest-rated items as extremal subsets. The set rating of an extremely picky user will be determined by the average rating of one or two of the least rated items, whereas the set rating of a user that is not picky at all will be determined by the average rating of one or two of the highest rated items.
If e i denotes the average rating of items in ith extremal subset and n s denotes number of items in set S, then ⟨e 1 , . . . , e n s , . . . , e 2n s −1 ⟩ represents the average rating on all the extremal subsets; for 1 ≤ i ≤ n s , e i is the average rating of i least rated items, for n s ≤ i ≤ 2n s − 1, e i is the average rating of the 2n s − i highest rated items and e n s is the average rating of all the items in the set. Thenr s u is given byr
where w u,i is a non-negative weight of user u on ith extremal subset and the weights sum to 1. The weight w u,i measures the influence of the items in ith extremal subset towards estimating the user's rating on set S. One of the weights corresponds to the extremal subset that is responsible for majority of the user's rating on set, and it is higher than others, i.e.,
where c is the minimum weight of the extremal subset having the highest contribution towards the user's rating on set. Note that this model assumes that the size of all the sets are the same, however it can be generalized to sets of different sizes by constructing the extremal subsets for fixed number of quantiles in a set.
Variance Offset Average Rating Model (VOARM). This approach captures the user-specific pickiness by assuming that a user rates a set by considering both the average rating of the items in the set and also the diversity of the set's items. In this model, the set's rating is determined as the sum of the average rating of the set's items and a quantity that depends on the sets diversity (e.g., the standard deviation of the set's ratings) and the user's level of pickiness. If a user is very picky, that quantity will be negative and large, resulting to the set being (severely) under-rated. On the other hand, if a user is not picky at all, that quantity will be positive and large, resulting to the set being (severely) over-rated.
If β u denotes the pickiness level of user u, then the estimated rating on a set is given bŷ
where µ s and σ s are the mean and the standard deviation of the ratings of items in the set S. Both µ s and σ s are given by
In contrast to ESARM, this method considers all the items in a set by considering the average rating of items in the set, i.e., µ s , and the user's level of pickiness, i.e., β u , determines how a user's rating on the set is affected by the least rated movies or the highest rated movies in the set.
Modeling user's ratings on items
In order to model a users' ratings on the items, similar to matrix factorization method [20] , we assume that the underlying user-item rating matrix is low-rank, i.e., there is a low-dimensional latent space in which both the users and the items can be compared to each other. The rating of user u on item i can be computed as an inner product of the user and the item latent factors in that latent space. Thus, the estimated rating of user u on item i, i.e.,r ui , is given bŷ
where p u ∈ R f is the latent representation of user u, q i ∈ R f is the latent representation of item i and f is the dimensionality of the underlying latent space.
Combining set and item models
Our goal is to estimate the item-level ratings by learning the user and item latent factors of Equation 9 ; however, the ratings that we have available from the users are at the set-level. In order to use the available set-level ratings, we need to combine Equation 9 with Equations 4, 5 and 7.
To solve the problem, we assume that the actual item-level ratings used in Equations 4, 5 and 7 correspond to the estimated ratings given by Equation 9 . Hence, the estimated set-level ratings in Equations 4, 5 and 7 are finally expressed in terms of the corresponding user and item latent factors.
η ← learning rate 3: λ ← regularization parameter 4: R s ← all users' ratings on sets 5 :
Init P, Q with random values
while iter < maxIter and RMSE on validation set decreases do 8:
for all r s u ∈ R s do 10:r s
e s u ← (r s u − r s u )
12:
for each item i ∈ s do 14:
end for 16 :
▷ Update user's latent representation 17: for each item i ∈ s do 18: iter ← iter + 1 22: end while 23: end procedure
Model learning
The parameters of the models that estimate item-and set-level ratings are the user and item latent vectors (p u and q i ), in the case of ESARM method the users' weights on extremal subsets (W ) and in the case of the VOARM method the user's pickiness level (β u ). These parameters are estimated using the user-supplied set-level ratings by minimizing a square error loss function given by
where Θ represents model parameters, U represents all the users, R s u contains all the sets rated by user u, r s u is the original rating of user u on set S andr s u is the estimated rating of user u on set S. To control model complexity, we add regularization of the model parameters thereby leading to an optimization process of the following form η ← learning rate 3: λ ← regularization parameter 4: R s ← all users' ratings on sets 5: n s ← number of items in set 6: n es ← 2n s − 1 ▷ number of possible extremal subsets 7: iter ← 0 8:
Init W with random values ∀ user u ∈ U , s.t.,
while iter < maxIter and RMSE on validation set decreases do
11:
R s ← shuffle(R s ) 
for each subset i ∈ E s do 19:ê i ← 0, q sum ∈ R f ← 0 20: for each subset i ∈ E s do 33: for each item j ∈ i do 34: for all u ∈ U do 40:
Update w u using constraint quadratic programming as described 41: in Section 4.4. η ← learning rate 3: λ ← regularization parameter 4: R s ← all users' ratings on sets 5: iter ← 0
14:
for each item i ∈ S do 16:
end for
19:
for each item i ∈ S do 22:
q i ← q i − η(t ∇q + 2λq i ) ▷ Update item's latent representation 24: end for 25:
▷ Update user's latent representation 26 :
28:
iter ← iter + 1 29: end while 30: end procedure
where λ is the regularization parameter. The L2-regularization is added to reduce the model complexity thereby improving its generalizability. This optimization problem can be solved by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [6] algorithm. Note that for the ESARM model, we need to solve this optimization problem with linear and non-negative constraints on user weights w T u . If we know the users' and the items' latent factors then the user weights can be determined by solving the Equation 11 as a constraint quadratic programming [7] for each user. We can determine a user's weights by solving multiple quadratic programs, each corresponding to a different extremal subset having the highest weight, and selecting the solution that has lowest RMSE over the user's sets. Hence, for ESARM we solve for W and {p u , q i } alternately at each SGD iteration. In ESARM, the minimum weight of the extremal subset having highest contribution towards ratings on sets, i.e., c, can be specified in the range [0, 1] . Also, in the VOARM method we add a fixed constant, i.e., ϵ in [0, 1], to computed σ for robustness. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 show the steps used to learn the ARM, ESARM and VOARM models, respectively.
If we also have ratings for the individual items, then we can incorporate these ratings into the model estimation process by treating each item as a set of size one. Note that, when we do not have set-level ratings but only have item-level ratings, then the proposed methods reduce to MF as we need to estimate a single item-level rating to estimate the set-level rating.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Dataset
We evaluated the proposed methods on two datasets: (i) the dataset analyzed in Section 3, which will be referred to as ML-RealSets, and (ii) a set of synthetically generated datasets that allow us to assess how well the optimization algorithms can estimate accurate models and how their accuracy depends on various data characteristics.
The synthetic datasets were derived from the Movielens 20M dataset 3 [13] which contains 20 million ratings from approximately 229,060 users on 26,779 movies. For experiment purposes, we created a synthetic low-rank matrix of rank 5 as follows. We started by generating two matrices A ∈ R n×k and B ∈ R m×k , where n is number of users, m is number of items and k = 5, whose values are uniformly distributed at random in [0, 1]. We then computed the singular value decomposition of these matrices to obtain A = U A Σ A V T A and B = U B Σ B V T B . We then let P = αU A , Q = αU B and R = PQ T . Thus, the final rank k matrix R is obtained as the product of two randomly generated rank k matrices whose columns are orthogonal. Note that the parameter α was determined empirically in order to produce ratings in the range of [−10, 10].
Since we know the complete synthetic low-rank matrix we can generate the rating corresponding to an observed user-item pair in the real dataset from the complete rating matrix. We randomly selected 1000 users without replacement from the dataset and for each user we created sets containing five movies. The movies in a user's set were selected at random without replacement from the movies rated by that user. For each user, we created at least k such sets of movies, where k ∈ [40, 60, 80, 100, 140]. We generated rating for a user on a set by following two approaches: (i) ESARM-based rating: For each user, we chose one of the extremal subsets at random and used that to generate ratings for all the sets. The set is assigned an average of the user's ratings on the items in the chosen extremal subset of the items in the set. (ii) VOARM-based rating: For each user, we chose the user's level of pickiness (the β u parameter)
at random from the range [-2.0, 2.0]. The set is assigned an average of the user's ratings on the items in the set, and also we offset this rating by adding a quantity computed by scaling the standard deviation of ratings in the set by the randomly chosen user's level of pickiness.
For all these datasets, we added random N (0, 0.1) Gaussian noise while computing ratings at both the item and set-level for the users. For each approach, we generated 15 different synthetic datasets, each by varying the user-item latent factors and the users' pickiness.
Evaluation methodology
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods we divided the available set-level ratings for each user into training, validation and test splits by randomly selecting five set-level ratings for each of the validation and test splits. The validation split was used for model selection. In order to assess the performance of the methods for item recommendations, we used a test set that contained for each user the items that were not present in the user's sets (i.e., these were absent from the training, test, and validation splits) but were present in the original user-item rating matrix used to generate the sets. We used Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to measure the accuracy of the rating prediction over items and sets.
Comparison methods.
In addition to the evaluation of the proposed methods, i.e., ARM, ESARM and VOARM, we also present the results for the following methods:
(i) SetAvg: This personalized method predicts a user's ratings on items and sets as the average of the user's ratings on sets. The rating of user u on set S is given bŷ
where Q u represents all the sets rated by user u. The rating of user u on item i is given bŷ
where Q u represents all the sets rated by user u. (ii) Item average: This non-personalized method estimates the rating for an item as the average of the ratings provided by the users on the item. The ratingr i for an item i is given bŷ
where U i denotes the set of users who have rated item i. (iii) UserMeanSub: This non-personalized method estimates the rating for an item as the sum of average rating on sets and average of user mean subtracted item ratings. The ratingr i for an item i is given byr
where µ s is the average of the ratings on all the sets, I u represents the set of items rated by user u. (iv) MFSET: This personalized method assumes that a user's ratings on the items in a set are equal to the rating provided by the user on the set. It uses these item-level ratings to estimate the user and the item latent factors by using the MF method. The rating of user u on item i is given byr
where the vector p u ∈ R f denotes the f dimensional user's latent representation and similarly for item i, the vector q i ∈ R f represents the f dimensional item's latent representation. (v) MFOpt: This method uses the actual users' ratings on the items in the set to estimate the user and the item latent factors by using the MF method. Note that given that MFOpt uses the actual item-level ratings, its performance will be better than the other methods that rely only on set-level ratings. As such, MFOpt's performance can be used to assess the opportunity cost associated with using set-level ratings over using the corresponding item-level ratings. In practice, a significant proportion of the ratings provided by users on items depends on factors that are associated with either users or items, and do not depend on interactions between the users and the items. For example, some users have a tendency to rate higher than others, and some items tend to receive higher ratings than others. For the real set-level rating dataset, that we obtained from Movielens users, we model these tendencies by estimating user-and item-biases [20] as part of the model learning.
Model selection
We performed grid search to tune the dimensions of the latent factors and regularization hyperparameters for the latent factors. We searched for regularization weights (λ) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental evaluation of the various methods that we developed is done in three phases. First, we investigated how well the proposed models can explain the users' ratings over sets in the dataset we obtained from a subset of Movielens users (described in Section 3). Second, we evaluated the performance of the methods using the synthetically generated datasets in order to assess how well the underlying optimization algorithms can recover the underlying data generation models and achieve good prediction performance at either the set-or item-level. Note that unless otherwise specified, we report the average of RMSEs of all the synthetic datasets as the final RMSE values for each rank and proposed approach. Finally, we evaluated the prediction performance achieved by the proposed methods at both the set-or item-level in the real dataset.
Agreement of set-rating models with the observed data
In order to determine how well the proposed models can explain the ratings that the users in our dataset provided, we performed the following analysis. We selected sets with standard deviation of at least 0.5, and included only those users who have rated at least 20 such sets. This left us with 17,552 sets rated by 493 users.
To study the ESARM model, for each set rated by a user we created all the possible subsets having either k lowest or k highest rated items for all the possible values of k ∈ [1, 5] , i.e., nine extremal subsets. We computed the error between the average rating of items in the extremal subsets and the rating provided by a user on a set. Similarly, we computed the error over the remaining sets for a user and selected that subset among the nine extremal subsets corresponding to which the user has lowest Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for all the sets. Figure 7 shows the number of users and their corresponding extremal subset that obtained lowest RMSE for their sets. As can be seen in the figure, there are certain users for whom the lowest RMSE on sets corresponds to either k lowest or k highest rated items in a set, where k < 5. This indicates that while providing a rating to a set of items, the user may get influenced more by a subset of the items in a set rather than all the items in the set.
Further, to investigate VOARM model, we computed the user's level of pickiness (β u ) as
where n s is the number of sets rated by user u, r s u denotes the rating provided by user u on set s, µ s is the mean rating of the items in set s and σ s is the standard deviation of the ratings of the items in set s. Figure 8 shows the histogram of the users' level of pickiness. As can be seen from the figure, certain users tend to under-or over-rate sets with high standard deviation. We conducted a L e a s t 1 L e a s t 2 L e a s t 3 L e a s t 4
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Extremal subsets having best RMSE for a user t-test on the magnitude of values of pickiness between the set of users that under-rate sets and the set of users that over-rate sets. We found the behavior of users under-and over-rating sets to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.001 using t-test). Furthermore, we observe that more users (268) tend to under-rate sets than over-rate them (224). Additionally, we computed how well the above rating models, i.e., ESARM and VOARM, compare against the ARM model where a user rates a set as the average of the ratings that he/she gives to the set's items. We used the user-specific pickiness determined in above analysis for the ESARM and the VOARM models to estimate a user's rating on a set. Table 1 shows the RMSE of the estimated ratings according to different models and as can be seen in the table both the ESARM and the VOARM give a better fit to the real data than ARM, thereby suggesting that modeling users' level of pickiness could lead to better estimates.
Performance on the synthetic datasets
6.2.1 Accuracy of set-and item-level predictions. We investigated the performance of the proposed methods for both item-and set-level predictions on the synthetic datasets. In addition to the performance of each method on its corresponding dataset, we also show the performance of the ARM and SetAvg methods in Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 shows that ESARM outperforms all other methods for both set-and item-level predictions for datasets with a large number of sets. However, for datasets with fewer sets, ARM outperforms ESARM and SetAvg for the set-and item-level predictions. Additionally, ARM outperforms MFSET for item-level predictions as well. Figure 10 shows that VOARM outperforms all other methods for both set-and item-level predictions. Unlike ESARM, VOARM performs better than other methods even for the case when we have fewer sets, and this suggests that ESARM needs a larger number of sets than VOARM to recover the underlying characteristics of the data. Note that even though both ARM and MFSET cannot model the underlying pickiness characteristics of the datasets, the former does considerably better than the latter. We believe that this is due to the fact that ARM's model, which assumes that the average of the set's item-level ratings is equal to that of the set's rating is significantly more flexible than MFSET's model, which assumes that both the set and all of its items have exactly the same rating. This flexibility allows ARM to better model sets in which there is a high variance among the ratings of the set's items. To test this hypothesis, we performed a series of experiments in which we generated sets with progressively more diversely rated items, which showed that the gap between ARM and MFSET increased with the diversity of ratings in sets (results not shown). Since ARM and MFSET have the same motivation and ARM outperforms MFSET method, we will present results for the ARM method in the remaining section.
Recovery of underlying characteristics.
We examined how well ESARM and VOARM recover the known underlying characteristics of the users in the datasets. Figure 11 plots the Pearson correlation coefficient of the actual and the estimated weights that model the users' level of pickiness in VOARM (i.e., β u parameters). The high values of Pearson correlation coefficients in the figure suggests that VOARM is able to recover the overall characteristics of the underlying data. Additionally, this recovery of underlying characteristics increases with the increase in the number of sets. In order to investigate how well ESARM can recover the underlying characteristics, we computed the fraction of users for whom the extremal subset having the highest weight (w ui ) is same as that of the extremal subset used to generate the rating on sets. Figure 12 shows the percentage of users for whom the extremal subsets are recovered by ESARM. As can be seen in the figure, the fraction of users recovered by ESARM increases significantly with the increase in the number of sets. The better performance of ESARM on the larger datasets suggests that in order to recover the underlying characteristics of the data accurately, ESARM needs significantly more data than required by VOARM method. Furthermore, for both ESARM and VOARM methods, we have a low recovery when we have 40K to 60K sets in the dataset and we believe that this low recovery is because the proposed methods, i.e., ESARM and VOARM, do not have sufficient data to recover the underlying characteristics and once we increase the number of sets, i.e, ≥ 80K, we have sufficient data to recover the underlying user-behavior that generated the set-level ratings.
Effect of adding item-level ratings.
In most real-world scenarios, in addition to set-level ratings, we will also have available ratings on individual items, e.g., users may provide ratings on music albums and on tracks in the albums. Also, there may exist some users that are not concerned about keeping their item-level ratings private. To assess how well ESARM and VOARM can take advantage of such item-level ratings (when available) we performed three sets of experiments.
In the first experiment, we studied how the availability of additional item-level ratings from the users (U s ) that provided set-level ratings affects the performance of the proposed methods. To this end, we added in the synthetic datasets a set of item-level ratings for the same set of users (U s ) for which we have approximately 100K set-level ratings. The number of item-level ratings was kept to k% of their set-level ratings, where k ∈ [5, 75] , and the items that were added were disjoint from those that were part of the sets that they rated. In the second experiment, we investigated how the availability of item-level ratings from additional users (beyond those that exist in the synthetically generated datasets) affect the performance of the proposed approaches. We randomly selected 100, 250 and 500 additional users (U i ) and added a random subset of 50 ratings per user from the items that belong to the sets of users in U s . Figures 13 and 14 shows the performance achieved by ESARM and VOARM in these experiments. Additionally, we used the matrix factorization (MF) method to estimate the user and item latent factors by using only the added item-level ratings from the users in U s . As can be seen from Figure 13 , as we continue to add item-level ratings for the users in U s , there is an increase in accuracy of both the set-and item-level predictions for ESARM and VOARM. Both ESARM and VOARM outperform ARM with the availability of more item-level ratings. For the task of item-level rating prediction, ESARM and VOARM even outperform MF, which is estimated only based on the additional item-level ratings. Figure 14 shows how the performance of the proposed methods changes when item-level ratings are available from users in U i . Similar to the addition of item-level ratings from users in U s , ESARM and VOARM outperform ARM with the availability of item-level ratings from users in U i . The performance of ARM and SetAvg are significantly lower as both of these methods fail to recover the underlying pickiness characteristics of the dataset and tend to mis-predict many of the item-level ratings. These results imply that using item-level ratings from the users that provided set-level ratings or from another set of users improves the performance of the proposed methods. In the third experiment, we investigate if using set-level ratings from one set of users (U s ) can improve the item-level predictions for another set of users (U i ) for whom we have only itemlevel ratings. We randomly selected 500 additional users (U i ) and added a random subset of 50 ratings per user from the items that belong to the sets rated by existing users (U s ). Table 2 shows the performance of item-level predictions for users in U i and performance on these users after using set-level ratings from users in U s . As can be seen in the table, the performance of item-level predictions for users in U i improves significantly after using set-level ratings from existing users in U s . These results suggest that using both item-and set-level ratings not only lead to better item recommendations for users (U s ) with set-level ratings but also for those additional users (U i ) who have provided item-level ratings.
Performance on the Movielens-based real dataset
Our final experiment used the proposed approaches (ARM, ESARM, and VOARM) to estimate both set-and item-level rating prediction models using the real set-level rating dataset that we obtained from Movielens users.
6.3.1 Accuracy of set-and item-level predictions. Table 3 shows results for the case when we have only set-level ratings. As can be seen in the table, ARM outperforms the remaining methods for item-level predictions. However, VOARM performs somewhat better than ARM for set-level predictions. The better performance of ARM for item-level predictions is not surprising as most of the sets in the dataset are rated close to the average of the ratings on items in sets. Also, as seen in our analysis in Section 6.2.2, ESARM needs a large number of sets in order to accurately recover the users' extremal subsets. The difference between the predictions of different models was found to be statistically significant (p-value ≤ 0.02 using t-test). Table 4 shows the percentage of the item-level predictions for whom a proposed approach performs better than the other approaches. As can be seen in the table, ARM and VOARM performs better than other methods for the majority of the item-level predictions. In addition, VOARM performs better than ARM for the majority of the item-level predictions. The lower RMSE of ARM for item-level predictions and better performance of VOARM for the majority of the item-level predictions suggest that there are few item-level predictions where VOARM's error is significantly higher than that of ARM. In Section 6.3.3, we will investigate the performance of the proposed methods independently for picky and non-picky users.
Effect of adding item-level ratings.
In addition, we assessed how well the proposed methods can take advantage of additional item-level ratings. In the first experiment, we added k% of the users' set-level ratings, where k ∈ [10, 75], as additional item-level ratings and the items that were added were disjoint from those that were part of the sets that they rated. In the second experiment, we added ratings from 100, 250 and 500 additional users (beyond those that have participated in the survey), and these users have provided on an average 20,000 ratings for the items that belong to the existing users' sets. In the third experiment, we studied if using set-level ratings from existing users can improve recommendations for additional users that provided only item-level ratings. To this end, we randomly selected 500 additional users and added a random subset of 10 ratings per user from the items that belong to the sets rated by existing users. Figure 15 shows the results obtained for the first experiment (i.e., adding item-level ratings for the same set of users for which we have set-level ratings). These results show that, with the exception of SetAvg, the performance of all set-based methods improves as item-level ratings are used and these improvements increase with the percentage of item-level ratings that are used.
Besides the set-based methods, Figure 15 also reports the performance of MF, which uses only the added item-level ratings and the performance of MFOpt, which in addition to the added item-level ratings it uses the actual item-level ratings of the items in the sets (see discussion in Section 5.2.1). These results show that when the number of item-level ratings is small (< 30%), MF does not do as well as the set-based methods; however, when there is a sufficiently large number of item-level ratings, MF outperforms the set-based methods, indicating that the set-based methods can improve the recommendations when we have set-level ratings and do not have sufficient item-level ratings to use MF with high accuracy in the recommender system. Additionally, when MF outperforms set-based methods and when set-based methods outperform MF, we found the differences between the predictions from MF and the set-based methods to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.01 using t-test). Figure 16 plots the estimated weights that model a user's level of pickiness in VOARM against the user's level of pickiness, i.e., β u , computed from the data in Section 6.1. As can be seen in the figure, to some extend VOARM is able to recover the user' level of pickiness after addition of few item-level ratings. Also, the difference between the performance of the proposed methods and MFOpt is reduced as we continue to add more item-level ratings.
In the second experiment, we examined the case when we have item-level ratings from the additional users. In addition to estimating ratings from the proposed methods, we estimated the ratings at item-level from the two non-personalized methods, i.e., Item average and UserMeanSub, as described in Section 5.2.1. Figure 17 shows the results for these non-personalized methods along with that of the proposed methods. As can be seen in the figure, VOARM and ARM outperform the non-personalized methods and since ESARM needs a large number of sets to recover the users' extremal subsets, it does not outperform the non-personalized methods. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed methods continue to improve with the availability of more item-level ratings from additional users. Additionally, the difference between the performance of the proposed methods and MFOpt is reduced as we add more item-level ratings from additional users.
In the third experiment, we investigated if using set-level ratings from existing users can improve the item-level predictions for additional users who have provided ratings only at item-level. Table 5 shows the performance of item-level predictions for additional users after using set-level ratings from the existing users and also shows the performance of MF method after using only the additional item-level ratings. As can be seen in the table, ARM outperforms MF for item-level predictions after using set-level ratings from existing users. However, ESARM and VOARM do not perform better than MF for the additional users. Similar to our results on synthetic datasets, it is promising that using item-level ratings from the additional users and set-level ratings from the existing users improves the performance not only for latter but also for those additional users who have provided only item-level ratings.
6.3.3 Accuracy of item-level predictions for picky users. Even though ARM performs better than remaining methods for item-level predictions, we investigated how well do ARM, ESARM and VOARM perform for item-level predictions for the users who have rated at least 20 sets and have a high level of pickiness, i.e., |β u | > 0.5. We found 374 users in the dataset that were non-picky (U Non-picky ) and 135 users that were having a higher level of pickiness (U Picky ). Table 6 shows the performance of the proposed methods for item-level predictions using set-level ratings and after The "Set only" column denotes the results of the models that were estimated using only set-level ratings. The "+Items" column show the results of the models that were estimated using the sets of "Set only" and also some additional ratings on a different set of items from the same users that provided the set-level ratings. U Picky refers to the users who have rated at least 20 sets and have a high level of pickiness, i.e., |β u | > 0.5, in real dataset, and U Non-picky represents the remaining users.
including 30% of additional item-level ratings on both U Picky and U Non-picky . As can be seen in the table, for set-level ratings VOARM performs somewhat better than ARM on U Picky and after including additional item-level ratings both ESARM and VOARM outperform ARM on U Picky . The overall consistency of the results between the synthetically generated and the real dataset suggests that VOARM and to some extend ESARM are able to capture the tendency that some users have to consistently under-or over-rate diverse sets of items.
Summary
In this work, we investigated two questions related to using set-level ratings in recommender systems. First, how users' item-level ratings relate to the ratings that they provide on a set of items. Second, how collaborative-filtering-based methods can take advantage of such set-level ratings towards making item-level rating predictions. Based on the set of experiments that were presented, we can make the following overall observations:
(1) The ESARM and VOARM set-rating models can explain the ratings provided by users on sets of items better than the ARM model, with ESARM doing slightly better than VOARM (Section 6.1). (2) The proposed models can use both item-and set-level ratings to improve recommendations not only for users who provided ratings on sets but also for users with only item-level ratings. (3) When the ratings follow ESARM and VOARM rating models, the proposed models can recover the underlying characteristics in the data and are resilient to noise in these ratings (Section 6.2.2). (4) Users with high level of pickiness, i.e., |β u | > 0.5, VOARM recovers the underlying characteristics in the data better than ARM and after including additional item-level ratings ESARM outperforms both ARM and VOARM in terms of recovery of underlying characteristics in the data (Section 6.3.3).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we studied how users' ratings on sets of items relate to their ratings on the sets' individual items. We collected ratings from active users of Movielens on sets of movies and based on our analysis we developed collaborative filtering-based models that try to explicitly model the users' behavior in providing the ratings on sets of items. Through extensive experiments on synthetic and real data, we showed that the proposed methods can model the users' behavior as seen in the real data and predict the users' ratings on individual items. For future work, it will be interesting to study how do the performance of the proposed approaches vary with the different number of items in sets and how do they perform when instead of having a fixed number of items in sets, the sets contain a varied number of items in sets. Furthermore, one can use ratings on sets of items to generate a ranked list of items by optimizing a ranking loss [28] over the ratings on sets of items. Additionally, in our work, we have used the matrix factorization approach to estimate item-level ratings and alternatively, we can also use other recently proposed approaches (e.g., deep learning-based methods [15, 31] ) to estimate item-level ratings. Also, the performance of the model could be improved by modeling temporal effects on the ratings and by using side-information like genres or other movie metadata. Finally, it will be interesting to investigate if similar to the diversity of ratings in the set there exists other properties at item-or set-level that can affect a user's ratings on sets of items.
